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The January 2020 issue of *Publications of the Modern Language Association (PMLA)* followed up on the Association’s most recent conference focus on digital humanities, addressing the growing pains that accompany any major paradigm shift in higher education, especially when such a shift is driven by a pervasive new technology. One such shift came with the printing press. However, if we go even more deeply into the past, we find Socrates complaining (according to his pupil, Plato, who preserved the dialogues of Socrates despite his teacher’s mistrust of writing) about the ability of the written word to lie, since it cannot be questioned, and the laziness of students who rely on the crutch of a written text, rather than patiently working their way to knowledge through oral discussion. In the introduction to the *PMLA*, co-editors Alison Booth and Miriam Posner write about the current battleground: “For at least as long as there has been an MLA, there have been arrivals of new schools … and tools … and hence new purviews of research for its members. The ultimately successful arrivals were initially heralded as warmly as invasions of barbarians” (9).

Booth, a professor of English and director of the Scholars’ Lab at the University of Virginia, collaborated with colleagues in the University’s endowed school of data science, and characterizes the results “as a transdisciplinary experience worth pursuing” (10). Booth and her co-editor Posner, a professor of information studies and humanities at UVA, make the argument that, “[h]umanists should authorize themselves to join evolving interdisciplinary conversations about data, computation, and machine learning” (14). They report feedback from students in the STEM fields who “never set out to become specialists in one narrow discipline” (13), indicating that digital humanities plays an equally important role on both sides of the campus. At its best, this growing discipline creates new research pathways for humanists and encourages STEM majors to draw on the humanities for important questions dealing with ethics and human flourishing.
Hampton University, a research one institution, can become an important voice in the framing of these new interdisciplinary fields. As an HBCU, Hampton has the authority to articulate and move beyond the clear history of misuse of the sciences to define race, beyond the co-opting of African-American bodies for study without consent. As part of an ongoing focus on an “education for life” that emphasizes the building of sound character, Hampton University faculty members must reach across the disciplinary divide, overcoming the fear of the new in order to meet the practical and ethical challenges of the 21st century.
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